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Cause of the Absorption oP^aEer/tojR / \
Submerged Shoo^o
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OBSERVATIONS made by Dixon and Barlpe 1 r e c e n t l y
have inspired a discussion as to the possibility of a
transpiration into a saturated atmosphere 8 - 3 . Dixon
and Barlee showed that shoots, placed in a supersaturated atmosphere or being submerged, continue
to absorb water for several days. Experiments in
pure nitrogen and with narcotics indicate the
necessity of respiration. According to the authors it
is very probable that respiratory processes supply
the leaf-cells with energy to secrete water drawn
from the vessels into the leaf, spaces. Thoday
doubts,however, that water taken up insuch amounts
could all be retained, and suggests the possibility of
transpiration into a saturated atmosphere.
Apparently it has been overlooked by the authors
mentioned that in 1935 I published a paper 4 , by
which in my opinion a satisfactory elucidation has
been given of the causes of phenomena similar to
those communicated by Dixon and Barlee.
' Considerable absorption of water for several days
by cut shoots, submerged or covered with 'Vaseline',
was observed'; this was especially pronounced in the
dark. In the light the absorption proved to be
insignificant or even negative. The course of the
absorption paralleled exactly the course of the gas
exchange. In accordance with Sen and Blackman 6 ,
who observed an injection of submerged leaves
with water, the cause of the movement of sap
was attributed to the occurrence of small differences
in pressure in the intercellular spaces, resulting
from the different solubility of carbon dioxide
and oxygen which are exchanged during the
respiratory process. It was shown by means of small
variations of temperature, alternate bubbling of
readily diffusible hydrogen and air that slight differences of pressure from the order of 1-3 mm. of
• mercury completely suffice to explain the magnitude
of the sap-stream observed. No intake of water was
observed when the intercellular spaces were impregnated with water.
/
The exudated water is retained by the leaves. The
weight of a leaf increased by 20 per cent, whereas
the volume of the leaf remained the same. I n accord- '
ancé with this the amount of air in the intercellular
spaces decreased considerably in the darij
in the light it remained almost consji
amounts of water are absorbed^ri"thiift^l^. r A1*sub*-'
merged shoot with six leaves' ^ î g h i n
connected with a potometa^f increased
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weight in 86 hr. ; 1-014 gm. entered through the
cut surface in the same time.
Thus it appears that the continuous movement of
sap is a result of respiration. The process proceeds
as long as gas exchange is continuing and the intercellular spaces are not completely impregnated with
water. Neither active secretion of water by the leaf
cells nor transpiration in saturated air play a significant part in this process.
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